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This article describes the types of signed names given and used by deaf users of Japanese Sign 

Language. Drawing from a dataset of 216 signed names, we identify and describe nine strategies 

for signed name-formation. Notably, seven of these represent written Japanese surnames. We 

explain how language contact with written Japanese characters (kanji) and syllabograms (kana) 

gives rise to a distinctive set of naming strategies. We further discuss the culture of literacy in 

Japan that emphasizes the written forms of surnames and consider its influential role in Japanese 

deaf education when sustained contact between many deaf people made naming a central 

concern.  

 

This article describes the naming or onomastic system of Japanese Sign Language (JSL), a 

natural language, distinct from spoken Japanese, used by more than sixty thousand deaf people 

and their hearing cosigners in Japan (Ishida 2001). Like members of all linguistic communities, 

users of JSL refer to themselves and to each other by name. Deaf JSL signers typically have at 

least one signed name and may have nicknames for use in informal contexts. With few 

exceptions (typically, nicknames), JSL signed names represent the bearer’s surname, reflecting 

the emphasis on family names as the primary terms of reference in Japan (Gaudart 1999). 

Notably, JSL signed names depict the written form of the bearer’s surname, a fact, we maintain, 

that is the product of a literacy culture dating to the Meiji period in Japan and pervasive in the 

Japanese educational system, including deaf education.  
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A growing body of research considers the linguistic structure of JSL (see, among others, 

Peng 1974; Osugi and Supalla 1998; Fukuda et al. 1999; Torigoe and Takei 2001; Morgan 2006, 

2008; Fischer 2008; Fischer and Gong 2010; Mori 2010; Sagara and Yang 2013) and the culture 

and discourse strategies of its users, both deaf and hearing (Nakamura 1995, 2006; Nonaka 1997; 

George 2011). Another line of research is dedicated to developing sign language recognition 

technology (Sagawa and Takeuchi 2000a, 2000b, 2002; Xu et al. 2000), with applications for 

JSL teaching, interpreting, and linguistic analysis (Tokuda and Okumura 1998; Hirohiko and 

Takeuchi 2002; Koizumi, Sagawa, and Takeuchi 2002). While these two research fields have 

significantly expanded the description of JSL, neither has taken into consideration the onomastic 

system of the language.  

A broad description of JSL signed names has been provided in some educational 

materials designed for second language acquisition. Minna No Shuwa (みんなの手話) (Japan 

Broadcasting Corporation 1990), Everyone’s Sign Language, and Shuwa Kyoushitsu (手話教室) 

(Japanese Federation of the Deaf 1984), Sign Language Classroom, are textbook and video short 

courses for second-language learners of JSL. Minna No Shuwa identifies three bases for JSL 

signed names: (1) kanji kara narumono (漢字からなるもの) “things derived from kanji 

characters,” (2) rekishi jou no jimbutsu kara totta mono (歴史上の人物からとったもの) 

“things taken from historical figures,” and (3) yubi moji ya kuusho de hyougen suru mono 

(指文字や空書で表現するもの) “things expressed through fingerspelling or writing in the air.” 

Shuwa Kyoushitsu lists six ways to derive signed names in JSL: (1) moji kuusho hikki (文字 

空書 筆記) “characters,” (2) yubi moji (指文字) “fingerspelling,” (3) kanji no katachi yori 

hyougen shita shuwa no kumiawase (漢字の形より表現した手話の組み合せ) “combinations 
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of signs that express the shape of kanji,” (4) douon igo no shuwa ni yori arawasu 

(同音異語の手話により表わす) “sign language expression of a homophone,” (5) nikkuneimu 

(ニックネーム), a borrowed English word, “nicknames,” and (6) ichi kara go no kumiawase 

(1~5 の組合わせ) “combinations of #1–5.” 

While both sources identify at least some of the ways in which JSL signed names are 

derived, neither provides an in-depth description or analysis of the language’s onomastic system 

of the sort provided here. In collecting and analyzing a set of more than two hundred JSL signed 

names, we aimed to expand on the prior description of the JSL onomastic system by providing a 

detailed account of the strategies for signed-name formation in the language and discussing the 

relative frequency of each strategy. 

 

Methods and Analysis 

Dataset 

A set of 216 JSL signed names was compiled from four sources: 

<NL> 

(1) video-recorded self-introductions of deaf JSL signers from the Kansai region of Japan in the 

JSL video curriculum Minna No Shuwa (みんなの手話), Everyone’s Sign Language, 

released in 1990. 

(2) video-recorded sociolinguistic interviews between the first author and deaf and hearing JSL 

signers, conducted in the Kansai region of Japan in 1993 as part of an investigation of social 

interaction in deaf communities.  

(3) video-recorded demonstrations of signed names by the third author: a deaf, fluent JSL signer 

living in the Kantou region of Japan, and a research consultant to the first author at the time 
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of recording in 1997. All signed names demonstrated were those of signing acquaintances of 

the third author.  

(4) video-recorded demonstrations of ninety-seven signed names, accessed in 2013 on 

the website of Shikaku “Vision,” a deaf social organization based in the Kantou 

region of Japan (Shikaku 2014).  

All signed names in data sources (1), (2), and (3) were gathered directly from the bearers 

of the names or from an individual personally acquainted with those persons. The Shikaku 

organization does not make a similar claim for data source (4), although the individuals 

submitting videos are members of the JSL-signing community. We elected to include data from 

the Shikaku website because it was an independent source of signed names collected more than 

twenty years after the data collection from sources (1), (2), and (3). A nearly identical set of 

strategies for signed-name formation was evident in each contributing dataset, revealing the 

stability of the JSL signed name system over time and across geographic regions in Japan.  

Some signed names in the four data sources referred to individuals with the same written 

surname, an unsurprising occurrence since the one hundred most common surnames in Japan 

belong to 33 percent of the Japanese population (Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance 2008). When 

immediate family members sharing a surname had the same signed name, we excluded all but 

one token from the dataset. However, if unrelated individuals sharing a surname reported 

identical signed names, all of these were included in the aggregated dataset. This approach 

allowed our dataset to reflect the frequency of signed name-formation strategies between, but not 

within, individual families, minimizing skew from any familially idiosyncratic naming decisions.  

Names were excluded from the dataset for two other reasons. Entirely fingerspelled 

versions of surnames (of which there were only six) were treated as a naming phenomenon 
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separate from signed-name formation and accordingly excluded. Names that the Shikaku 

organization identified as place names and did not also categorize as surnames were excluded.  

A notable feature of the videos collected from all four sources is the co-occurrence of 

mouthing during the articulation of the manual signed name: Typically the signer produces a 

mouthed form of the referent’s spoken-language surname while producing the person’s signed 

name. All images of signed names provided in this article accordingly feature mouth 

configurations—the configuration pictured is the one performed by the signer when the still 

image was captured and is one of multiple configurations produced during the pronunciation of a 

spoken-language name.  

 

Analysis 

On examining the JSL signed names in the dataset, we observed that nearly all were composed 

of several signs. In the majority of cases, the number of component signs in a JSL signed name 

was equivalent to that of kanji characters in the bearer’s written Japanese surname. This one-to-

one correspondence was not coincidental: Each sign was in some way representative of a 

character to which it corresponded. We further observed that this sign-to-character mapping was 

systematic: In all but six cases, unrelated individuals with identical written surnames had the 

same sign-to-character mappings in their signed names. 

A first step in the analysis was to determine how often these mappings took place in the 

dataset. To answer this question, we isolated each component sign in a JSL signed name, finding 

a total of 421 signs. We asked whether each sign represented a kanji character in the 

corresponding written name or identified the name bearer in some other way and coded the signs 

accordingly. When we saw some association with a character in the bearer’s surname, we then 
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asked what feature of the character the sign represented. We found that a character’s meaning, 

shape, or associated pronunciation(s) in spoken Japanese could be represented by a sign and 

coded all instances of these categories of representation. Finally, within each category we 

considered exactly how representation took place—that is, which mechanisms were used to 

convey the meaning, shape, or sound of characters. We identified a total of six methods of kanji 

character representation, which we discuss at length later in the article. 

Using this methodology, we identified and coded a total of nine JSL signed name–

formation strategies. In the following section we provide a chart showing these strategies and the 

frequency of each one in the dataset. We follow the chart with a discussion of each of the 

strategies, providing examples from the dataset.  

 

Results 

Our analysis identified a total of nine JSL signed name–formation strategies. Of these, two made 

exclusive reference to an individual’s physical traits or personal characteristics, while seven 

represented kanji characters in written Japanese surnames, either with or without descriptive 

elements. 

 

<<Table 1 : Strategies for Signed-Name Formation in JSL>> 

 

Descriptive Signed Names 

We begin with the one signed name–formation phenomenon in JSL that in no way interacts with 

written Japanese: wholly descriptive signed names. As first discussed by Samuel Supalla in his 

account of American Sign Language signed names, this type of name describes “a person’s 
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physical characteristics or behavior” (Supalla 1990, 101) and bears no relation to the person’s 

spoken-language name as it is pronounced or written. Since Supalla’s original work on 

descriptive signed names, this type of signed name–formation strategy has been found in every 

documented signed language onomastic system.1 

Two types of descriptive signed names are present in JSL: One describes a salient 

attribute of the individual named, while the second links the name bearer to a historical figure 

who shares the same surname by describing an attribute associated with the historical figure in 

the public imagination. We briefly discuss both strategies.  

 

Descriptions of the Name Bearers’ Characteristics (3 Percent of the Dataset) 

A signed name from our dataset that straightforwardly describes an attribute of the name bearer 

is MANGA, the name for a man who as a child was an avid reader of manga, or comic books. 

 

<<Figure 1. The descriptive JSL signed name MANGA.>> 

 

The signed name MANGAis completely unrelated to the meaning and pronunciation of the 

bearer’s family name, Itou, written with the kanji characters i 伊 “that” and tou 藤 “wisteria.” 

A total of six signed names in the dataset describe certain features of their bearers and 

have no relation to written names. Some names, like MANGAand SHAPE-OF-LETTER-P 

(representing the field of physics), refer to activities associated with the bearers, while others, 

like LONG-TORSO-SHORT-LEGS, refer to the bearers’ physical features. Of these six descriptive 

signed names, five were acknowledged to be names used only among intimates of the bearers, 
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while in public these individuals used signed names that represented written kanji. Notably, 

MANGA was the only instance of a descriptive signed name used as the bearer’s primary name.  

 

Descriptions of Historical Figures’ Characteristics (1 Percent of the Dataset) 

An additional three descriptive signed names in the dataset exemplified a phenomenon that the 

Minna No Shuwa curriculum labels rekishi jyou no jinbutsu (歴史上の人物), or “famous 

historical figure” signs (Japanese National Broadcasting Corporation 1990, 7). These signed 

names describe the physical traits or characteristic behaviors of celebrated Japanese historical 

figures and are given to deaf individuals whose Japanese surnames are written and pronounced in 

to the same way as the name of the historical figure. An example from the dataset is the signed 

name THRUSTING-SPEAR, used by an individual surnamed Katou. The signed name makes 

reference to a characteristic behavior of Katou Kiyomasa (加藤清正), a famous warrior of the 

Sengoku period (1562–1611). 

 

<<Figure 2. THRUSTING-SPEAR, signed name used by an individual surnamed Katou 

加藤.>> 

 

THRUSTING-SPEAR describes a behavior that has become associated in the public imagination 

with Katou Kiyomasa because of his heroic spearsmanship in the battle of Shizugatake in 1583 

(Elison 1983, 168). Two-hundred eighty years after the battle, the artist Yoshitoshi created a 

woodblock print depicting Katou in full military regalia holding a spear. This and similar images 

are available to people throughout Japan. 
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<<Figure 3. Woodblock Image of Katou Kiyomasa by the artist Yoshitoshi (printed with 

permission from the Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, MA).>> 

 

That deaf individuals with an identical surname “inherit” a descriptive signed name 

referring to the famed spearsman is comparable to other signed-name inheritance patterns in 

which a signed name becomes associated with a particular spoken-language name and is passed 

on to other deaf individuals with the same name. Such signed name–inheritance patterns are 

attested in British Sign Language (Day and Sutton-Spence 2010), Estonian Sign Language 

(Paales 2011), and New Zealand Sign Language (Locker McKee and McKee 2000).  

Of the two additional signed names of historical figures in the dataset, one refers to a 

particular behavior by the person, and the other to the individual’s physical appearance. The 

name FIELD-SWORD is used by individuals surnamed Saskaki (佐々木) and refers to the nodachi 

or field sword of Sasaki Kojirou, a seventeenth-century master swordsman. The signed name 

CHIN-STRIP is used by individuals surnamed Saitou (斎藤) and refers to the beard associated with 

Saitou Dosan, a Samurai warrior of the sixteenth century. 

 

Representational Signed Names 

The vast majority signed names in the dataset—207 of 216 total names—were in some way 

associated with written Japanese surnames. This association could be established on a sign-by-

sign basis since each sign in a single- or multisign name could be shown to map to a kanji 

character in the name bearer’s written surname. In some cases, a sign corresponded to a character 

by directly translating its meaning; in other cases, the sign referenced the shape of an associated 

character or its pronunciation. In the description to follow, we refer to this relationship between 
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sign and character as the sign’s representing the character and call the class of signed names 

produced via this mechanism “representational” signed names. We identified a total of seven 

strategies for producing a representational signed name. 

While we discuss each of the seven representational strategies individually in the 

following section, it is important to note that in many cases a number of strategies were 

employed to map each of several signs to discrete kanji characters (figure 4). It is therefore 

accurate to describe strategies 3–9 as ones used to form signed-name components. For the sake 

of clarity and concision, we refer to all nine strategies simply as signed name–formation 

strategies.  

 
<<Figure 4. Japanese surname Arai (新井) and corresponding JSL signed name.>> 

 

The Japanese writing system figures crucially into the discussion of JSL representational signed-

name formation. We do not assume on the part of the reader any familiarity with this system and 

therefore begin with a brief introduction to the two elements of Japanese orthography: kanji 

characters and the kana syllabaries.  

 

Kanji Characters 

Most Japanese writing is performed with kanji characters—symbols with sound and meaning 

associations developed over the course of millennia, first in China and subsequently in Japan. 

The characters originated in ancient China as logographs: symbols that represented individual 

morphemes without making reference to speech sounds. For thousands of years the number of 

Chinese characters proliferated, and each character came to represent not only multiple spoken-

language instantiations of its associated morpheme but also the sounds of these spoken forms; 
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that is, every character developed several Chinese language–based morphophonemic 

associations. Many characters transformed from whole-word representations to “word building 

units” (Yamada 1983, 141) that obligatorily combined with other characters.  

Kanji characters were adopted into the Japanese writing system during or before the sixth 

century AD (Frellesvig 2010) and were used individually and in compound to represent not only 

Chinese loanwords but also native Japanese words. Again, various morphophonemic 

associations—this time from Japanese—developed for each kanji character. Today, most of the 

approximately two thousand foundational kanji characters taught in Japanese schools (from an 

inventory of more than fifty thousand characters) have morphophonemic associations with at 

least one Chinese word (traditionally called the “on” readings of the kanji character) and at least 

one Japanese word (traditionally, the “kun” readings of the character). The reading of a kanji 

character is typically made clear by structural and/or discourse context. See figure 5 for an 

example of two readings available for a single kanji character. 

 

<<Figure 5. Two readings of the kanji character 本.>> 

 

All Japanese surnames and most given names are written using kanji characters (Yamada 1983). 

For this reason, language contact between the onomastic systems of Japanese and JSL chiefly 

involves signed representation of the meaning, shape, or pronunciation(s) of kanji characters.  

 

Kana Syllabary 

The second orthographic system used in Japan is kana: a set of symbols that represent 

meaningless syllabic units rather than meaningful morphophonemes. The term “kana” is used to 
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refer to all syllabic characters in Japan, whether they are part of the katakana or hiragana 

scripts—two systems for representing the same sounds that are distinguished by their context of 

use. While the entire Japanese language could be written using kana, the system is typically used 

to support the reading of kanji, as when hiragana are employed to append inflectional endings to 

kanji characters and to insert grammatical particles, or when katakana are used to phonetically 

represent non-Chinese loanwords (Haruo 1983, 131). 

Language contact between written Japanese and JSL has resulted in the development of a 

fingerspelled syllabary called yubi moji (指文字). Handshapes in the yubi moji system represent 

neither katakana nor hiragana symbols; rather, they correspond directly to the syllable sounds 

that the two scripts represent. Yubi moji might therefore be aptly described as a third kana 

syllabary, this one in the manual-visual modality.  

Some JSL signs incorporate yubi moji fingerspelling to represent all or part of a spoken 

Japanese word. Like the other kana scripts, yubi moji can be used to identify the intended 

“reading,” or pronunciation, of a kanji character when context is insufficient to disambiguate 

between possible interpretations. This is especially common when discussing names since the 

same kanji character or character compound may correspond to several phonetically distinct 

readings. During jiko shoukai (自己紹介) “self-introductions,” Japanese deaf people both 

introduce themselves using their signed name and indicate the pronunciation of the name using 

yubi moji fingerspelling.  

 

Descriptive Initialized Names (Less than 1 Percent of the Dataset) 

In one case in the dataset, a descriptive name was produced in a manner that also represented the 

referent’s spoken-language name. The name incorporated a handshape from the yubi moji 
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(fingerspelling) system that corresponds to the first syllable of the name bearer’s spoken-

language name. In this case, the handshape in question represents the initial syllable a, あ, from 

the spoken Japanese name Arai (新井). The handshape representing the syllable is articulated 

with the back of the hand touching the signer’s forehead, evoking the bandana characteristically 

worn across the forehead by the name bearer. The incorporation of a character from the yubi 

moji manual syllabary is comparable to “initialization” processes in other signed languages, 

which incorporate a letter from the language’s fingerspelled alphabet into the articulation of a 

sign, often to reference a spoken-language translation of the signed word (Sutton-Spence and 

Woll 1993; Machabée 1995; Padden 1998; Padden and Gunsauls 2003). 

 

<<Figure 6. A-BANDANA, a descriptive initialized signed name.>> 

 

Loan Translations (60 Percent of the Dataset) 

By far the most common strategy for representing a written name in the dataset was simply to 

translate the Japanese words signified by component kanji characters into JSL. A representative 

example is a signed name corresponding to the Japanese name Takakusa, composed of the kanji 

characters taka (高) “high” and kusa (草) “grass.” The Japanese words corresponding to the 

kanji characters are translated to their equivalent JSL signs—HIGH and GRASS—to produce a 

signed name.  

 

<<Figure 7. HIGH-GRASS, a translation of the Japanese words taka (高) and kusa (草) into 

JSL.>> 
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A second example is the JSL name of an individual with the Japanese surname Hara (原). 

The name is written with a single kanji character hara (原) “plain, field.” The Japanese word 

represented by the character is translated to JSL FIELD. 

 

<<Figure 8. The JSL FIELD, a translation of the Japanese word hara (原).>> 

 

As we will show, loan translation is only one means of representing the kanji character that 

occurs in the name Hara. The following description of homonymic loan translation will reveal 

that there is some room for creativity even within the conventionalized approaches to 

representational signed-name formation.  

 

Homonymic Loan Translations (4 Percent of the Dataset) 

Representational signed names in the dataset are sometimes formed using a more playful 

strategy: homonymic loan translation. Here the Japanese word translated into JSL does not map 

directly to a character in the corresponding written surname. Rather, the translated word is a 

homonym of a word written with the relevant character. An example is the signed name for a 

second individual with the Japanese surname Hara (原). While the name is written with a kanji 

character meaning “plain” or “field,” a second Japanese word pronounced “hara” also exists, this 

one meaning “belly” and corresponding to an entirely separate kanji character, 腹. To produce a 

playful pun using homonymic loan translation, the homonym meaning “belly” is translated as 

JSL BELLY. 
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<<Figure 9. JSL BELLY, a translation of the Japanese word hara (腹) “belly” and a 

homonym of the word hara “plain, field.”>> 

 

A homonymic loan translation can also be produced by reanalyzing the word boundary in the 

pronunciation of kanji characters, as in the following example. The Japanese name Kajikura is 

written with three kanji characters: ka (鍜) “silver,” ji (治) “smith,” and kura (倉) 

“warehouse/building.” A reanalysis of the pronunciation joins the sounds ka and ji, forming a 

compound that maps to an entirely separate set of kanji characters with the meaning “fire”: 火事. 

The reanalyzed word kaji is translated from Japanese as JSL FIRE. The final component of the 

spoken name kura is translated to JSL BUILDING. Thus a compound signed name is formed by 

two signs: the first, a homonymic substitution with word boundary reanalysis, and the second, a 

simple loan translation.  

 
<<Figure 10. FIRE-BUILDING, a homonymic loan translation via word boundary reanalysis 

and simple loan translation from the Japanese surname Kajikura (鍜治倉).>> 

 

Kana Representation: Initialization (Less than 1 Percent of the Dataset). 

In some cases, loan translations—either direct or homonymic—are produced with an additional 

feature: a handshape incorporated from the yubi moji (fingerspelling) system that corresponds to 

the first syllable of the Japanese word being translated. The signed name Kajikura, used to 

exemplify the phenomenon of homonymic substitution in the foregoing discussion, also provides 

an example of initialization from the dataset. The first sign in this name—JSL FIRE— is 

optionally initialized, that is, produced with the handshape of the yubi moji character ka (か) 
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incorporated into the articulation of FIRE. While figure 10 shows a plain version of the name, in 

which FIRE is signed without initialization, figure 11 shows the initialized signed name, in which 

FIRE is signed with the ka handshape. 

 
<<Figure 11. Initialized FIRE-BUILDING, corresponding to the Japanese surname Kajikura 

(鍜治倉), where FIRE is articulated with the handshape of the yubi moji syllable ka.>> 

 

Kanji Representation: Character Signs (25 Percent of the Dataset) 

The second most common method of representing kanji in the dataset was to use signs that 

represent the shape of a kanji character on the hands. Such “character signs” are found not only 

in JSL but also in other signed languages in contact with Chinese-based writing systems, 

including Chinese Sign Language (Yau 1977), Hong Kong Sign Language (Tang 2007), and 

Taiwan Sign Language (Smith and Ting 1979; Ann 1998; Chen 2007). The constraints governing 

the well-formedness of character signs may vary across these languages (Ann 1998), but all 

documented character signs exploit the shape of the human hand and the configurations it can 

assume to iconically represent whole Chinese(-based) characters or recognizable portions of 

characters.  

The use of character signs to form a JSL signed name is exemplified in the case of an 

individual whose Japanese surname, Sankoda, is composed of the kanji characters san (三) 

“three,” ko (小) “small,” and ta (pronounced “da” in this phonetic context) (田) “rice paddy.” 

This individual’s JSL signed name is a set of three corresponding character signs (figure 12). 

 

<<Figure 12. A signed name composed of character signs representing the kanji characters 

san (三), ko (小), and da (田).>> 
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For a second example of the use of character signs in representational signed names, 

consider the name of an individual whose Japanese surname, Nakagawa, is written with the 

characters naka (中) “middle” and kawa (川) “river.”  

 

<<Figure 13. A signed name composed of character signs representing the kanji characters 

naka (中) and kawa (川).>> 

 

Kana Representation: Fingerspelling (8 Percent of the Dataset) 

In aggregating our dataset, we excluded the few examples of names produced entirely by 

fingerspelling. While we believe fingerspelling an entire name to be a process of self-

identification for JSL signers, we follow the intuitions of the third author and classify this 

process as one that falls outside the domain of signed-name formation in the language. 

Fingerspelling therefore remained in our dataset only in those instances in which representational 

signed names were formed using a variety of methods.  

For an example of fingerspelling as a component of a signed name, consider the name of 

an individual surnamed Tatsumi (辰巳). The Japanese name is produced using kanji characters 

referring to two members of the Japanese Zodiac: tatsu (辰) “the dragon” and mi (巳) “the 

snake.” A signed name corresponding to the written surname is produced by translating the first 

character as JSL DRAGON and fingerspelling the remaining syllable in the pronunciation of the 

name. 
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<<Figure 14. DRAGON-MI, a signed name incorporating both a loan translation and a 

fingerspelling to represent the Japanese name Tatsumi (辰巳).>> 

 

A second example of a fingerspelled component of a representational signed name comes 

from the name corresponding to the Japanese surname Nakano, which is written with the 

characters naka (中) “middle” and no (野) “meadow.” The first kanji character in the surname is 

represented by a character sign, while the pronunciation of the second character is indicated by 

fingerspelling. 

 
<<Figure 15. A signed name incorporating a character sign and a fingerspelling to 

represent the Japanese name Nakano (中野).>> 

 

In these and all other names in our dataset containing fingerspelling, no features of 

handshape, movement, palm orientation, or location of the fingerspelled items were altered. That 

is, we found no evidence of lexicalization processes affecting the articulation of yubi moji in 

these cases (Battison 1978; Valli 2000).  

 

Kanji Representation: Air-Drawing (Less than 1 Percent of the Dataset) 

A single signed name in the dataset had a component produced using kuusho (空書) “air 

drawing.” Representing the shape of a character by drawing it in the air is a familiar practice in 

Japanese classrooms (hearing and deaf), where it is used to practice the writing of characters. 

Among its many pedagogical benefits, kuusho reinforces the writing of kanji using correct stroke 

order.2 
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The Japanese surname Nyuuta (入田) is written with two kanji characters, nyuu (入) 

“enter” and ta (田) “rice paddy.” In one instance in the dataset, an individual with this surname 

formed her signed name using two character signs (figure 16). Some associates of this individual, 

however, produced the first kanji character in her written surname by air-drawing it (figure 17). 

 

<<Figure 16. A signed name using two character signs to represent the characters in the surname 

Nyuuta (入田.>> 

 

<<Figure 17. Air-drawing a signed name (produced from the signer’s perspective) and a 

character sign to represent the characters in the surname Nyuuta (入田.>> 

 

Although air-drawing is discussed as a signed name–formation strategy in the description 

provided by the shuwa kyoushitsu (手話教室) “sign language classroom” curriculum, it occurs 

just once in our dataset, as part of a name ascribed by associates to an individual but not used by 

the individual herself. It seems that this is not a robust signed name–formation strategy at present 

among users of JSL. 

 

Discussion: Origins of the JSL Onomastic System 

The preceding discussion outlined nine formation strategies for producing signed names in 

Japanese Sign Language. Unsurprisingly, these strategies included the use of descriptors for 

names, a phenomenon attested in all documented signed naming systems. Notably, while 

descriptive signed names occur in JSL, our data revealed that they are not the dominant naming 

strategy: Instead, the majority of JSL name signs are representative of the meaning, sound, or 
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shape of the bearer’s spoken or written Japanese surname. This pattern is striking when 

compared to the onomastic systems of other sign languages and raises interesting questions 

regarding the strong emphasis on representing surnames and in particular their written forms. 

The answers may be traced back to the history of the Japanese deaf social experience vis-à-vis 

the establishment of formal deaf education within the context of Japanese culture. 

Deaf education began in Japan during the Meiji era (1868–1912), a period of dramatic 

modernization undertaken as part of bunmei kaika (文明開化) “civilization and enlightenment.” 

The bunmei kaika movement was closely tied, ideologically and practically, to Japan’s 

transformation from a feudal society to a modern nation-state. As in many other countries, public 

education—including special education for deaf students as well as blind students—was 

considered part and parcel of modernization and establishment of the new nation-state (Tokyo 

Blind and Dumb School 1893; Nakamura 2006). 

Modern schools in any country are typically eager to foster literacy, and students learn to 

read and write their names during their very first lessons. Japanese schools established during the 

bunmei kaika movement were no exception, and the names emphasized in lessons were the 

family names or surnames of students—a reflection of the fact that, except among intimates (e.g., 

close family members and friends), strong cultural emphasis is placed on surnames in Japan 

(Gaudart 1999). As Plutschow (1995) explains in Japan’s Name Culture: The Significance of 

Names in a Religious, Political, and Social Context, names in Japan (and surnames in particular) 

have long been “identifiers, signs of social and political belonging. . . . The absence of a name 

usually located a person at the periphery of society” (203–204). Early deaf education, according 

to Obata (1985), emphasized literacy, and entire lessons were dedicated to the “pronunciation of 

words, dictation, discourse training, spelling and writing, and composition,” as well as to 
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geography and mathematics (para. 12, translated from Japanese).3 In such a historical and 

sociocultural context, especially at schools for deaf students, where administration and 

instruction were overseen by hearing Japanese people, it is likely that great emphasis was placed 

not only on identification with one’s Japanese surname but also on learning its written form and 

the meaning and sound associated with that form.  

As mentioned earlier, the character-based writing system central to Japan’s literacy 

culture is notable for the fact that both morphological and phonemic features are simultaneously 

represented in each kanji character. Thus, phonetic, semantic, and orthographic features of kanji 

characters—or some combination thereof—were available to be borrowed into JSL at precisely 

the point when systematic and sustained interaction in deaf education programs introduced the 

need to individuate people using a conventionalized naming system. The strategies for 

representing a spoken or written Japanese surname in JSL that we describe here are doubtless the 

product of contact between Japanese and JSL during this period. For this reason, studying the 

various strategies used for signed-name formation in Japan today not only gives us an 

understanding of naming practices in a contemporary context but also provides a window onto 

Japanese deaf history. 
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Table 1. <TT>Strategies for Signed-Name Formation in JSL 

Strategy Number of 

Signs 

Percentage of Total Signs in 

Dataset 

descriptions of name bearers 6 3% 

descriptions of historical figures’ 

characteristics 

3 1% 

descriptive initialized names 1 < 1% 

loan translations 248 60% 

kanji representation: character signs 103 25% 

homonymic loan translations 16 4% 

kana representation: fingerspelling 35 8% 

kana representation: initialization 2 < 1% 

kanji representation: air drawing 1 < 1% 

Note: Although the dataset contained 216 name signs, these were analyzable into 421 component 

signs. All of the percentages in table 1 represent a proportion of these 421 signs. 
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Figure 1. The descriptive JSL signed name MANGA. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. THRUSTING-SPEAR, the signed name of an individual surnamed Katou (加藤). 
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Figure 3. Woodblock image of Katou Kiyomasa by the artist Yoshitoshi. 
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Figure 4. Japanese surname Arai (新井) and corresponding JSL signed name. 
 
 新       井 
 ara       i 
 “new”       “well” 
 
represented by NEW, a JSL sign              represented by a character sign depicting 
translating the word ara                 the shape of the character 井 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Two readings of the kanji character 本. 

On reading: Hon. Book, volume, 

(prefix) main, head, this, our, 

present, real, counter for long 

cylindrical things, counter for films, 

TV shows, goals, home runs, and so 

on. 

 

Kun reading: Moto. Origin, source, 

base, basis, foundation, root, cause, 

ingredient, material, original cost, 

(plant) root, (tree) trunk, first section of 

a waka (classical poem), classifier for 

blades of grass, tree trunks, falcons, 

handles (chopsticks, brushes, etc.), and 

grips. 
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Figure 6. A-BANDANA, a descriptive initialized signed name. 
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Figure 7. HIGH-GRASS, a translation of the Japanese words taka (高) and kusa (草) into JSL. 

 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  HIGH          GRASS 

 

 
 
Figure 8. The JSL name FIELD, a translation of the Japanese word hara (原). 
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Figure 9. The JSL name BELLY, a translation of the Japanese word hara (腹) “belly” and a 

homonym of the word hara (原) “field.” 
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Figure 10. FIRE-BUILDING, a homonymic loan translation via word boundary reanalysis and 

simple loan translation from the Japanese surname Kajikura (鍜治倉). 

 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   FIRE           BUILDING 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. The initialized signed name FIRE-BUILDING, corresponding to the Japanese 

surname Kajikura 鍜治倉, where FIRE is articulated with the handshape of the yubi moji 

syllable ka. 
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 FIRE       BUILDING 
 

 

Figure 12. A signed name composed of character signs representing the kanji characters 

san (三), ko (小), and da (田). 

 
 

     
                    三                 小         田  
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Figure 13. A signed name composed of character signs representing the kanji characters naka 

(中) and kawa (川). 

 

 
 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       中                     川    
 

 

 

 

Figure 14. DRAGON-MI, a signed name incorporating both a loan translation and a 

fingerspelling to represent the Japanese name Tatsumi (辰巳). 
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 DRAGON            Fingerspelled syllable mi 
 

 

 

Figure 15. A signed name incorporating a character sign and a fingerspelling to represent 

the Japanese name Nakano (中野). 

     
        中    Fingerspelled syllable no. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 16. A signed name using two character signs to represent the characters in the surname 

Nyuuta (入田). 
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    入              田 
 

 

 

Figure 17. Air-drawing a signed name (produced from the signer’s perspective) and a 

character sign to represent the characters in the surname Nyuuta (入田). 

 
          
 
 
 
 
 
                   
    
 

入          田      
 
  

1 
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Notes 

1. Descriptive name signs have been identified in literature discussing Adamorobe Sign 

Language (Nyst and Baker 2003), American Sign Language (Meadow 1977; Mindess 1990; 

Supalla 1990, 1992), Australian Sign Language (Johnston and Schembri 2007), Ban Khor Sign 

Language (Nonaka 2007), British Sign Language (Day and Sutton-Spence 2010), Chinese Sign 

Language (Yau and He 1989), Estonian Sign Language (Paales 2010, 2011), Finnish Sign 

Language (Rainó 2005), Flemish Sign Language (Van Mulders 2005), French Sign Language 

(Mottez 1985; Delaporte 2001), German Sign Language (Mackevicius 2010), Greek Sign 

Language (Kourbetis and Hoffmeister 2002), Irish Sign Language (Leeson and Saeed 2013), 

Mali Sign Language (Nyst and Baker 2003), New Zealand Sign Language (Locker McKee and 

McKee 2000), Quebec Sign Language (Desrosiers and Dubuisson 1994), Sign Language of the 

Netherlands (Nyst and Baker 2003), Swedish SL (Hedberg 1994), Thai Sign Language (Nonaka 

1997), and Ugandan Sign Language (Nyst and Baker 2003). 

2. “Stroke count” refers to the number of strokes (traditionally made with a calligraphy brush) 

required to draw a kanji character. “Stroke order” refers to the particular sequence in which 

strokes are produced. Correctly written, kanji characters must be written using a particular stroke 

order. “The basic rules are top to bottom and left to right” (Kuratani, Kobayashi, and Okunishi 

1982, 434). 

Proper stroke order yields correct stroke count. For those who have never studied 

Japanese, one cannot overemphasize the importance of proper stroke order and correct stroke 

count. Pedagogically, producing kanji using proper stroke order not only improves writing 

legibility but also assists in committing characters to memory. Moreover, stroke count (which, as 

already mentioned, relies on stroke order) is a central organizing feature of character 
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dictionaries. In instances in which the meaning(s) of a kanji, its pronunciation/reading(s), and/or 

the character’s radical are unknown, it is possible to look up the kanji in a dictionary using stroke 

count. Finally, adherence to correct stroke order rules is not only pedagogically and practically 

useful but also aesthetically important in Japan, where calligraphy has been elevated to an art 

form. 

3. Obata (1985) clarifies the meaning of two pedagogical terms dating to the Meiji period: Kaki 

tori (書取) “dictation” referred to the instructional approach of translating between kana, kanji, 

and signs or gestures, while danwa ousetsuhou (談話応接法) “discourse training” referred to the 

development of conversational skills via writing and reading.  
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